Why NatShield™ is superior
to alcohol-based sanitizers

99.99% EFFECTIVE

AGAINST COVID-19 SURROGATE*

PLANT BASED BOTANICALS
NON-TOXIC
MULTI-PURPOSE
SAFE FOR INFANTS,

CHILDREN, PREGNANT
WOMEN, ELDERLY AND PETS

How to Use
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→ Does not cause sensitivity or allergen

Spray the air around
you to protect

issues.

against airborne

→ Overuse of alcohol-based sanitizers dry

pathogens.

the skin while destroying the skin barrier.
→ Alcohol-based sanitizers do
not provide long lasting
protection.
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Spray your skin

→ Absolutely non-

or body for long

flammable.
→ Safe for long-term

lasting protection.

usage.

NatShield™ contains PathAway®
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which is proven to kill over 150 types
of different bacteria and viruses

Spray on a finger
and apply onto your
outer nasal cavity to
prevent pathogens
from entering.

Properties of PathAway®
→ Natural

→ Heat stable

→ Non-toxic

→ Light stable

→ Odourless

→ Biodegradable

→ Colourless

→ Antiseptic

→ Non-Corrosive

→ Safe if swallowed

→ Washable
*Independently tested by a leading UK Biosafety lab on
the surrogate of COVID-19

Spray on any hard
surfaces or objects
to disinfect.
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How NatShield™
kills contaminants
As NatShield™ comes into
contact with viruses, it
breaks the protein coat of
the viruses
Without the protein coat,
the viruses clump together

The viruses are removed
safely with no toxic residue

NatShield™ is approved by
the United States Food and Drug

NatShield™
as a disinfectant
In addition to consumer applications,
NatShield™ is extremely effective in an
aerosolized form and can be deployed
together with tools such as autonomous
disinfecting robots and ultrasonic fogging
systems.

Accreditation
Dr. Arthur V. Martin is the founder of
PathAway®, the active ingredient in

Administration (FDA) as 'Generally

NatShield™. He is also the President and

Recognized as Safe'.

Principal Research Scientist of Global
Infection Control
Consultants LLC, a USA

Safety
→ 100% natural plant-based, chemical and
alcohol-free, non-toxic if ingested.
→ Does not irritate eyes and protects skin
for up to 4 hours.
→ Safe for pregnant women, nursing
mothers, young children and pets.

Product of USA

based company.

Authorised Distributor:

NatShield™ is listed
in the United States
Pharmacopeia
(USP) and has
undergone successful
USP51 testing as a
disinfectant.
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